GOzeebo Instructions
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GOzeebo Instructions
Inventory
You should have:
1 GOzeebo Bag
1 GOzeebo
1 Pole Bag (rolled inside GOzeebo)

If you ordered a Breezeway
Adapter, you should also have:

1 Breezeway Bag
1 Breezeway Adapter
1 Awning Adatper

2 Grey Poles
4 Orange Poles
1 Stake Bag (rolled inside GOzeebo)
8 Stakes
8 Orange Cords
2 Accessory Bungees
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GOzeebo Instructions
Setup
To set up the GOzeebo:
Step 1: Open GOzeebo bag and unfold
the GOzeebo so the black base is
facing down and the silver clips are in
the corners.
Step 2: Locate the pole bag and extend
the two grey poles and all four orange
poles.

Step 3: Slide the two grey poles
through the top cross sleeves with grey
webbing, and the four orange poles
through the four arch sleeves with
orange webbing so that the red plugs
are exposed in the gaps between the
sleeves.
Step 4: Put the ends of the two grey
poles into the red plugs for each of the
four arches.

Step 5: Plug the eight silver corner clips
into the ends of the orange poles.

Step 6: Stick four stakes through four
corner loops and into the ground.
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GOzeebo Instructions
Additions
To tie down the GOzeebo in case of
high winds:
Step 1: Run the eight orange cords (in
stake bag) through the loops on the
upper portion of the GOzeebo and tie
them in place.
Step 2: Use the black tightener to
tighten or loosen the cords and loop
them around the four additional stakes
(two per stake).
To attach GOzeebo to SylvanSport GO
using Breezeway (all sold separately):
Position the GOzeebo about 5 feet
away from your GO, and zip the
Breezeway onto the GO vestibule, and
onto any of the four GOzeebo sides.
Tighten and position.

To attach a GO Awning (sold
separately/with SylvanSport GO):
Simply zip awning onto any side of the
GOzeebo, insert the awning pole, and
stake down as usual. If you have an
older model awning, you will need to
use the Awning Adapter which comes
with the Breezeway (narrow zipper
strip).
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